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ABSTRACT

Toddlers learn object names in sensory rich contexts. Many argue that this multisensory experience facilitates learning. Here, we examine how toddlers’ multisensory experience is linked to another aspect of their experience associated with better learning: the temporally extended nature of verbal discourse. We observed parent–toddler dyads as they played with, and as parents talked about, a set of objects. Analyses revealed links between the multisensory and extended nature of speech, highlighting inter-connections and redundancies in the environment. We discuss the implications of these results for our understanding of early discourse, multisensory communication, and how the learning environment shapes language development.

Toddlers learn object names in an environment rich in regularities and structure. Dependable patterns for learning can be observed at multiple time-scales. At the scale of individual utterances, parents’ speech is often coupled to what their toddlers are seeing and doing, yielding utterances that are highly multisensory in nature (Frank, Tenenbaum, & Fernald, 2013; Gogate, Bahrick, & Watson, 2000; Harris, Jones, & Grant, 1983; Messer, 1978; Zukow-Goldring, 1990). At a slightly longer time-scale, as shown in (1) below, individual utterances are usually inter-connected, forming episodes of coherent discourse about one object (Frank et al., 2013; Messer, 1980). Both of these facets of the learning environment—its multisensory nature (e.g., Yu & Smith, 2012) and its temporally-extended nature (e.g., Schwab & Lew-Williams, 2016), have been shown independently to support lexical development. The key hypothesis of the current study is that these two facets are inter-related: extended episodes of verbal discourse are also highly multisensory. The importance of testing this hypothesis is in revealing the redundancies in toddlers’ learning environment and in raising questions about the mechanisms by which the environment shapes learning.

(1)  Mother: oh there’s a super car?
     Mother: you like cars don’t you?
     Mother: what are you going to do with it?
     Mother: are you going to make it go?

(Messer, 1980).

Statistical analyses of parents’ speech to their children have convincingly demonstrated that multi-utterance episodes to the same referent, similar to (1), are pervasive in child-directed speech (Frank et al., 2013; Messer, 1980). A number of researchers have argued, and empirically demonstrated, that repetitive and interconnected utterances aid with speech perception (Bard & Anderson, 1983), word segmentation (Onnis, Waterfall, & Edelman, 2008), word-referent mapping (Schwab & Lew-Williams, 2016; Vlach & Johnson, 2013), semantic development (Clark, 2010),
and syntax learning (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1986). By analyzing the linguistic features of discourse episodes, these data provide convincing evidence for the idea that the verbal properties of discourse facilitate learning. However, if toddlers’ learning environment is as rich in its multisensory properties as many have suggested (see Estigarribia & Clark, 2007; Frank et al., 2013; Gogate et al., 2000; Yu & Smith, 2012), and the speech toddlers’ hear is intricately tied to on-going nonverbal activity (Adamson & Bakeman, 2006), then extended episodes of verbal discourse likely co-occur with, and may even be driven by, extended episodes of sustained nonverbal activity. If so, it is possible that extended verbal discourse may also facilitate development through its underlying nonverbal components.

In the current study, we tested the hypothesis that episodes of extended discourse possess a number of nonverbal features relevant for learning. Based on previous research, we considered three types of nonverbal events. First, we considered toddlers’ manual actions because research suggests that toddlers’ object name learning is enhanced when parents name the objects with which their toddlers are manually engaged (Yu & Smith, 2012; see also Scofield, Hernandez-Reif, & Keith, 2009). Second, we considered parents’ manual actions based on Gogate’s and others’ work showing how parents’ sensorimotor behaviors as they named objects is associated with better learning (for reviews see Gogate & Hollich, 2010; Gogate, Walker-Andrews, & Bahrick, 2001). Finally, based on a series of recent studies showing that toddlers’ visual experiences with objects also shapes learning, we considered toddlers’ egocentric object views during play. In these recent studies, Smith, Yu, and their colleagues analyzed recordings from toddler-worn head cameras as toddlers played with novel objects with their parents (for review see Smith, Yu, Yoshida, & Fausey, 2015). They observed that when the objects parents named dominated toddlers’ fields of view—by being both larger in image size and more centered in view than competitor objects (see Figure 1), those objects were more likely to be learned (Pereira, Smith, & Yu, 2014; Yu & Smith, 2012).

The specific goals of the current study were three-fold. First, we investigated the multisensory nature of episodes of extended verbal discourse, asking whether these episodes known to be rich in verbal properties were also episodes rich in nonverbal properties. Such a finding would have implications for our understanding of the mechanisms by which extended discourse influences learning. Second, we explored how analyzing the multisensory nature of extended discourse, as opposed to of individual utterances, could expand our understanding of the nature of early multisensory communication. Specifically, because episodes of discourse span multiple utterances and the silent gaps between them, a discourse-level analysis could speak to the multisensory coupling within discourse. If the nonverbal events in discourse occur primarily during the spoken utterances, and not the silent gaps between utterances, then such a finding would suggest highly synchronous multisensory coupling (Gogate et al., 2001; Meyer, Hard, Brand, McGarvey, & Baldwin, 2011; Zukow-Goldring, 2001). If, however, the nonverbal events occur during both the speech and nonspeech segments, then such a finding would suggest a different conceptualization of how toddlers’ verbal and nonverbal experiences are coupled. Our final goal was to examine whether the degree to which

Figure 1. Example image frames from toddler egocentric cameras found to be associated with object name learning (see Pereira et al., 2014).
parents’ speech is multisensory is correlated with the degree to which parents’ speech is part of an extended discourse. Such a finding would suggest not only that extended discourses are multisensory but that they are more multisensory than brief discourses. Furthermore, such a finding would highlight the possibility that the multisensory aspect of speech influences its extended nature, and/or vice versa.

To address these goals, we observed parents and their toddlers engaged in object play, a context previously demonstrated to elicit both multisensory talk (e.g., Clark & Estigarribia, 2011; Gogate et al., 2000; Yu & Smith, 2012) and extended verbal discourse (e.g., Frank et al., 2013). During play, toddlers wore head cameras, allowing us to capture toddlers’ visual experiences with objects. Additionally, we coded moment-by-moment parents’ manual actions and toddlers’ haptic exploration during play. Finally, we transcribed and coded parents’ speech in detail, allowing us to re-construct the episodes of verbal discourse. The analyses we present focus primarily on the inter-relations between the multisensory and temporally-extended nature of parents’ speech.

**Methods**

**Participants**

The present analyses were conducted on a corpus of audio-visual recordings of parents and their toddlers engaged in object play (N = 100; MToddler-age = 18.3 mos; SD = 4.3; Age Range: 12.2–26.0; 42 girls, 58 boys; 85 mothers, 15 fathers). Analyses on a portion of these recordings have been reported previously (Pereira et al., 2014; Yu & Smith, 2013, in press), though all published reports differ from the current paper in their theoretical and empirical goals. Although this corpus combines data collected using slightly different recording equipment and stimuli (we describe these differences in the following sections), all observations were identical in three critical ways: (a) all recordings were of parent-toddler dyads engaged in brief trials of free play with a set of three novel objects; (b) all recordings were conducted in a laboratory setting; and (c) all recordings included toddler head-camera videos for capturing toddlers’ egocentric views, third-person videos for coding toddler and parent manual actions, and complete audio recordings of parents’ speech.

**Study environment**

Figure 2 depicts the experimental set-up. Toddlers sat in a chair at a table (61 cm × 91 cm × 51 cm) across from their parents who sat on floor cushions. The room’s floor and floor-to-ceiling curtains were all white, and toddlers and their parents wore white smocks. This all-white set-up assisted the computer recognition of objects in the toddlers’ head-camera images (see the Coding and data processing section).

**Head camera and recording devices**

During play, toddlers wore headgear (either a sports headband or an elastic cap) that was fixed with a small lightweight head camera (see Figure 2). For fifty-nine toddlers, the head camera was from Positive Science (see Franchak, Kretch, Soska, & Adolph, 2011), with a diagonal field of view of 100°. For the other 41 toddlers, the head camera was a KPC-VSN500 square camera with a diagonal field of view of 90°. Because estimates of visual dominance—our key vision measure (see the Coding of nonverbal properties section)—from the two head cameras were the same,¹ we merged the data collected from the two head cameras. Parents also wore headgear on which was mounted a hands-free professional-quality microphone, the ATM75 Cardioid Condenser Microphone from Audio-Technica. Play sessions were also captured through a
bird’s eye view camera and wall-mounted cameras behind toddlers’ and parents’ right shoulders (see Figure 2).

**Stimuli**

All dyads played with six novel objects that were organized into two sets of three. Objects were constructed in the lab to have simple shapes and a single main color to assist computer recognition (see the Coding and data processing section). The objects’ sizes were comparable (approximately 270 cm³; ranged from 9 × 6 × 4 cm to 10 × 6 × 5.5 cm) and allowed for toddler’s grasping, picking up, and playing. Each object was paired with a novel word that was disyllabic and that adhered to the phonotactic constraints of English (e.g., “habble,” “wawa,” “mapoo”).

**Procedure**

Prior to the session, we taught parents the labels for each of the objects. We instructed parents to play with their toddlers as they normally would and to use the names when talking about the objects. During the experiment, laminated cards listing the word-object pairings were taped to the parents’ side of the table (out of toddlers’ views). No further instructions about how parents should interact were provided as our goal was to encourage as natural as possible of a free-flowing play session in which parents and their toddlers interacted with the objects, and parents talked about those objects as they normally would during play.

Once parents and toddlers put on their smocks and were fitted with the recording equipment, an experimenter put one set of three objects on the table and the play session began. Across the studies aggregated in this corpus, the number of trials completed and the precise trial durations differed. For

![Figure 2. The experimental set-up: Toddlers equipped with head cameras and their parents played with mono-colored objects in a laboratory room; play sessions were recorded from multiple angles.](image-url)
one of the studies ($n = 23$), dyads completed two trials lasting approximately 2 minutes long. For the remaining dyads ($n = 77$), dyads completed up to four trials lasting approximately 1.5 minutes long. For each trial across all dyads, parents and toddlers played with one of two object sets. We swapped object sets after each trial to keep toddlers engaged. If toddlers became fussy before the trial ended, we ended the trial early. We included only trials that lasted approximately 1 minute long (the shortest trial was 50 seconds). Five toddlers did not complete the maximum number of trials (2 or 4). On average across all dyads, the play sessions lasted a total of 5.3 minutes ($SD = 1.3$) across an average of 3.5 trials ($SD = 0.9$).

**Coding and data processing**

**Speech transcription**

Parents’ speech during each trial was fully transcribed and divided into utterances, defined as strings of speech between two periods of silence lasting at least 400 ms (Pereira et al., 2014; Yu & Smith, 2012). Utterances that contained reference to one of the objects were marked as “referential utterances”. These included utterances when parents named an object (e.g., “that’s a habble”), employed a pronoun referring to an object (e.g., “can you push it?”), or used an alternate concrete noun referring to an object (e.g., “don’t throw the toy”). For each referential utterance, trained coders annotated the intended referent object by watching the video. On average, parents produced 19.5 utterances per minute ($SD = 4.1$), 11.1 of which were referential ($SD = 3.7$).

**Head camera image processing**

We sampled toddlers’ head cameras at a rate of 10 frames per second. Using an in-house automated computer vision algorithm, we derived estimates for the image size of each object in toddlers’ fields of view. Briefly, the program accomplishes this by first separating out nonwhite object pixels from the white background. These object pixels are then merged into object blobs based on color similarity. Finally, each object blob is given an object label based on its color. Early tests comparing the vision algorithm’s ability to detect objects to that of human coders yielded high agreement (91–95% agreement, Yu, Smith, Shen, Pereira, & Smith, 2009; Smith, Yu, & Pereira, 2011; see Yu et al., 2009; for further technical details on the program). The number of pixels each object occupies for each frame is logged (see Figure 3).

**Coding of nonverbal properties**

For each session, we coded frame-by-frame three nonverbal properties of interest: (a) how visually dominant objects were in toddlers’ fields of view, (b) which objects parents touched, and (c) which objects toddlers touched.

We determined visual dominance through the automated vision algorithm. We first determined the percentage of pixels of toddlers’ fields of view that was taken up by each object. We then considered an object to be visually dominant if that object occupied more than 5% of the toddlers’ field of view (see Figure 3; see also Yu & Smith, 2012). We then considered an object to be visually dominant if that object occupied more than 5% of the toddlers’ field of view (see Figure 3; see also Yu & Smith, 2012). We then considered an object to be visually dominant if that object occupied more than 5% of the toddlers’ field of view (see Figure 3; see also Yu & Smith, 2012). Trained coders watched the entire session from multiple angles (head camera, third-person view cameras) and annotated frame-by-frame when parents and their toddlers touched each of the objects. Figure 4 depicts a representative time series of these nonverbal properties, along with referential utterances, over the course of a trial.

**Reliability coding**

We assessed reliability by having a second coder independently code a random selection of 25% of the participants. Reliability of each manually coded variable was determined by the Cohen’s kappa ($\kappa$) statistic (Reference Coding: .85; Toddler Touch: .93; Parent Touch: .94). Reliability was high based on conventional guidelines (see Bakeman & Gottman, 1997).
Results

In what follows, we address three issues. First, we examined the multisensory nature of extended episodes of verbal discourse by analyzing the nonverbal signals to reference during these episodes. Second, we investigated in more depth the nature of the multisensory signal by analyzing the synchrony between verbal and nonverbal events within extended discourse episodes. Finally, we asked whether the multisensory nature of verbal discourse is associated with discourse length by comparing the nonverbal properties of extended discourse episodes to those of brief discourse episodes.

**Multisensory nature of extended discourse**

We identified episodes of extended verbal discourse by first clustering adjacent referential utterances to the same object into episodes of discourse, and then classifying those episodes as either extended or brief. Specifically, from the stream of referential utterances parents produced (see Figure 5), we
marked consecutive utterances to the same object as an episode of discourse about that object (Frank et al., 2013; Messer, 1980). On average, adjacent utterances to the same object were separated by 3.3 s (SD = 2.4). A discourse episode’s onset was defined as the onset of the first referential utterance to that object; its offset was defined as the offset of the last referential utterance to that object. Utterances that referred to multiple objects (M = 1.4 utterances per minute, SD = 1.3) were not counted as part of a discourse episode and would be considered to have terminated the discourse sequence. We allowed for nonreferential utterances to occur within a discourse episode as to maximize the difference between the current discourse-level analysis and previous utterance-level analyses of child-directed speech.

As Figure 5 illustrates, discourse episodes varied in both their duration and run length (i.e., the number of utterances within an episode). For each dyad, we computed the median episode duration (M = 5.0 s; SD = 3.0 s) and run length (M = 2.0 utterances; SD = .75), and classified episodes as “extended discourse” if that episode was above the median in both duration and run length. All other episodes were considered to be episodes of “brief discourse.”

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of the verbal properties of discourse episodes.

**Nonverbal properties of extended discourse utterances**

Of particular interest were the nonverbal correlates to extended verbal discourse and how the co-occurrence between these properties produces highly multisensory utterances. Table 2 provides descriptive statistics of the three nonverbal properties of interest during extended discourse. These descriptive data paint a clear picture: episodes of extended discourse are dense and rich not only in their verbal information, but also in their nonverbal signals. Figure 6 illustrates the convergence of verbal and nonverbal properties. The figure depicts the proportion of utterances within episodes of extended discourse that overlapped with nonverbal events on the talked about object. We considered utterances to overlap with nonverbal events so long as there was any overlap between the utterance and the nonverbal events. To examine whether these proportions were significantly different from what would be expected by chance, we constructed randomly sampled segments from the interaction (restricted to times within trials) that matched each extended discourse utterance in duration and target object. We then computed the proportion

**Figure 5.** Example time series of parents’ utterances to different objects over the course of a trial. Adjacent utterances to the same object were merged into episodes of discourse.

**Table 1.** Descriptive verbal statistics of extended and brief episodes of discourse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Extended Episodes</th>
<th>Brief Episodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Number of Episodes</td>
<td>7.8 (3.8)</td>
<td>14.0 (7.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Duration of Episode</td>
<td>16.2 (9.2)</td>
<td>3.3 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Run Length of Episode</td>
<td>4.3 (1.6)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Standard deviations in parentheses.*
of those segments that overlapped with nonverbal events directed at the target. Finally, we compared the occurrence rate of nonverbal events in the observed episodes of extended discourse to the occurrence rate in the randomly sampled segments. To ensure the robustness of this comparison, we repeated the sampling process 1000 times and computed the mean occurrence of nonverbal events across all iterations. As Figure 6 illustrates, parents’ speech in extended discourse co-occurred with each nonverbal property at a rate much greater than would be expected by chance (as indexed by the pseudo-sample simulations): visual dominance: \( t(99) = 6.34, p < .001, \text{Cohen’s } d = 1.49, \text{Mean Odds Ratio (OR)} = 1.50 \ (1.43–1.58) \); visible parent action: \( t(99) = 15.27, p < .001, d = 1.77, \text{OR} = 1.99 \ (1.87–2.12) \); haptic exploration: \( t(99) = 10.89, p < .001, d = 1.40, \text{OR} = 1.58 \ (1.48–1.67) \).

Of course, the co-occurrences between speech and the different nonverbal properties were not independent of one another. For example, in some cases as parents talked, toddlers and parents might have been jointly manipulating an object, providing both a visual (i.e., visible parent action) and a haptic signal (i.e., toddler manual object exploration) of the referent. In other cases, toddlers might be manually exploring an object close to their body, also creating an experience with that object that spans multiple modalities. Thus, we examined the extent to which parents’ speech in extended discourse co-occurs with at least one nonverbal modality (i.e., bimodal references) and with multiple nonverbal modalities (i.e., multimodal references).

As highlighted in Figure 6D and 6E, the occurrence of bimodal and multimodal utterances in extended discourse were far greater than what we would expect given base-rate levels, \( t_{\text{bimodal}}(99) = 24.55, p < .001, d = 2.06, \text{OR} = 1.40 \ (1.36–1.45), t_{\text{multimodal}}(99) = 11.51, p < .001, d = 1.69, \text{OR} = 1.96 \ (1.84–2.08) \). These results highlight two additional points about utterances in extended discourse. First, nearly all utterances (94.0%, \( SD = 7.9\% \)) co-occurred with at least one nonverbal event. Second, many utterances in extended discourse (43.3%, \( SD = 17.0\% \)) co-occurred not only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Mean proportion of overlap with nonverbal properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Object Dominance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible Parent Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toddler Haptic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Standard deviations in parentheses.*

![Figure 6](image-url)
with one but with multiple nonverbal properties, providing toddlers with redundant cues to their parents’ intended referents.

**How verbal and nonverbal events couple**

Many previous analyses of parents’ naming behavior have revealed that verbal and nonverbal properties of parent–toddler interactions are inter-connected (Brand, Baldwin, & Ashburn, 2002; Frank et al., 2013; Gogate et al., 2000; Meyer et al., 2011; Rohlfing, Fritsch, Wrede, & Jungmann, 2006; Yu & Smith, 2012). Most previous studies however have analyzed parents’ speech at the level of individual utterances (see Clark & Estigarribia, 2011; Frank et al., 2013; Meyer et al., 2011; Rohde & Frank, 2014; for notable exceptions). An analysis of parents’ speech at the level of discourse may provide unique insight. In the context of understanding multisensory communication, a discourse-level analysis sheds light on the nature of the coupling between verbal and nonverbal events. That is, are the multisensory patterns we observed primarily driven by synchronous verbal and nonverbal events (see Figure 7A), suggestive of highly attentive parents who time-locks each utterance to nonverbal events (Gogate et al., 2000; Meyer et al., 2011; Zukow-Goldring, 1996)? Or do the multisensory patterns reflect a broader sense of coupling between verbal and nonverbal events (see Figure 7B), with some utterances more synchronous with nonverbal events and other utterances less synchronous with nonverbal events (see Meyer et al., 2011)? To understand the coupling between parents’ speech and the on-going nonverbal events, we compared, at the frame level, the amount of overlap between nonverbal properties and speech segments (portions of discourse in which parents were talking about the object; see Figure 8) and nonspeech segments (portions of discourse in which parents were silent).

Figure 8 shows the mean proportion of time in speech and nonspeech segments that overlapped with nonverbal events. As the figure highlights, both speech and nonspeech segments were largely similar in their overlap with the three nonverbal properties. The occurrence of each of the nonverbal properties were well above what would be expected by chance\(^6\) for both speech-segments \(t_{\text{vis-dom}}(99) = 4.15, p < .001, d = .96, OR = 1.47 (1.33–1.60), t_{\text{vis-action}}(99) = 13.90, p < .001, d = 1.81, OR = 2.17 (1.91–2.44), t_{\text{haptic}}(99) = 8.12, p < .001, d = 1.11, OR = 1.61 (1.45–1.78), and nonspeech

---

**Figure 7.** Hypothetical data (top row) and predictions (bottom row) for two hypotheses on the synchronous nature of the multisensory coupling in parents’ speech. Highly synchronous coupling would lead to greater overlap with nonverbal events in speech versus nonspeech segments; less synchronous coupling would lead to greater parity in overlap with nonverbal events between speech and nonspeech segments.
segments, $t_{\text{vis-dom}}(99) = 5.56, p < .001, d = 1.19, OR = 1.62 (1.46–1.78)$, $t_{\text{vis-action}}(99) = 9.42, p < .001, d = 1.30, OR = 1.84 (1.65–2.03)$, $t_{\text{haptic}}(99) = 8.95, p < .001, d = 1.26, OR = 1.70 (1.51–1.89)$. We interpret these results as consistent with the broad notion of coupling between the verbal and nonverbal properties of interactions. It is likely that some of parents’ utterances, as many have convincingly demonstrated (Gogate et al., 2000; Gogate, Maganti, & Bahrick, 2015; Meyer et al., 2011; Zukow-Goldring, 1996), were tightly coupled to nonverbal behaviors. In fact, as illustrated in the example in Figure 9(B), we did find a reliable difference in how prevalent parents’ manual actions were during speech and nonspeech segments, $t(99) = 6.50, p < .001, d = .65, OR = 1.22 (1.11–1.32)$. It is also likely that many other utterances however were not particularly well-timed with nonverbal behaviors. Interestingly, for example, we observed that object visual dominance (Figure 9A) and toddlers’ haptic exploration (Figure 9C) appeared to more reliably occur when during nonspeech segments, $t_{\text{vis-dom}}(99) = 3.68, p < .001, d = .37, OR = 1.21 (1.00–1.42)$, $t_{\text{haptic}}(99) = 3.25, p < .001, d = .33, OR = 1.06 (1.00–1.11)$.
Linking the multisensory and discursive properties of parent speech

Thus far, we have shown how jointly considering the multisensory and extended nature of parents’ discourse expands our understanding of these two properties. Herein, we ask whether these two aspects of parents’ speech are actually correlated with each other. That is, is speech that is part of an extended discourse actually more multisensory than speech that is part of a brief discourse? If it is, then this would potentially suggest that one may actually influence the other. For example, perhaps parents’ speech that is more multisensory, which could both be the result of parents following toddlers’ visual and manual attention (Tomasello & Farrar, 1986) and the result of speech further attracting toddlers’ attention (Baldwin & Markman, 1989; Gogate, Bolzani, & Betancourt, 2006; Rader & Zukow-Goldring, 2012, 2015), is more conducive to establishing sustained discourse about an object. If instead speech in extended discourse is no more multisensory than speech in brief discourse, then this would suggest that the multisensory patterns we observed simply reflect the fact that all of parents’ speech is highly multisensory, regardless of discourse length. Thus, we compared the nonverbal properties of referential utterances that were part of an extended discourse with the nonverbal properties of referential utterances that were part of a brief discourse (see Figure 10). Of interest was whether there was anything unique about the multisensory nature of extended discourse.

Figure 10B–D illustrates the differences between the nonverbal properties during extended discourse to those during brief discourse. Parents’ speech in extended discourses was more likely to co-occur with toddlers’ haptic exploration of the referent, \( t(99) = 2.71, p < .01, d = .27, OR = 1.27 \) (1.11–1.44), and with visual dominance of that referent, \( t(99) = 2.25, p < .05, d = .22, OR = 1.20 \) (1.05–1.36); there were no differences between parent actions across extended and brief discourse, \( p = .37 \). When we looked beyond the occurrence of individual modalities and examined the co-occurrence of multiple modalities with parents’ speech, we found that parents’ speech in extended discourse (\( M = 43.2\%, SD = 17.0 \)) was more likely to co-occur with multiple modalities than parents’ speech in brief discourse (\( M = 37.5\%, SD = 16.1 \)), \( t(99) = 2.95, p < .01, d = .30, OR = 1.40 \) (1.19–1.61); there were no differences in the percentage of utterances co-occurring with at least one nonverbal modality (\( M_{\text{ext.}} = 94.1\%, SD_{\text{ext.}} = 7.8; M_{\text{brief}} = 94.3\%, SD_{\text{brief}} = 6.1 \), \( p = .87 \). In sum, these findings demonstrate that there is indeed a correlation between the duration of a discourse episode and the nonverbal properties of the utterances within that episode.

Figure 10. (A) Examples of relevant moments for analysis for utterances in extended and brief episodes; (B–D) Mean proportion of utterances that contained some overlap with the three nonverbal properties.
General discussion

Toddlers learn object names from sensory rich contexts: they hear words, they touch and look at objects, and their caregivers produce visible gestures and social signals. Fortunately for toddlers, many of these nonverbal events are tightly aligned with the topics of parents’ speech (Frank et al., 2013; Gogate & Hollich, 2010; Messer, 1983; Zukow-Goldring, 1990). Thus, this sensory rich nature of toddlers’ experience is a virtue, not a nuisance, for learning (see Gogate et al., 2001; Yu & Smith, 2012). In the current study, we investigated how the multisensory facet of toddlers’ learning environment relates to a different, but no less pervasive, facet of the environment: the extended structure of verbal discourse. Our results demonstrate inter-relations between these dimensions that have largely been studied independently, providing novel insights into the toddlers’ learning environment and how the environment could support learning. Herein, we discuss the implications of these data, highlighting the value of jointly considering multiple aspects of toddlers’ learning environment.

Role of extended discourse in lexical development

The organization of parents’ speech into discourse episodes is a noticeable feature of child-directed speech (Frank et al., 2013; Messer, 1980). Much empirical and theoretical work has highlighted how this prominent feature of toddlers’ learning experience could support language development. For example, existing work has shown that the repetition of utterance properties (e.g., words, sentence structures) common within an episode, could aid speech perception (Bard & Anderson, 1983), word segmentation (Onnis et al., 2008), and syntax acquisition (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1986). Additionally, the rich verbal descriptions that often follow the introduction of new object names within discourse episodes (see Clark, 2010) could help toddlers learn the deeper meanings of new words (see also Sullivan & Barner, 2016). All of these studies point to the idea that a candidate mechanism by which extended discourse could facilitate learning is through its verbal features.

By going beyond an analysis of the verbal properties of extended discourse and analyzing their nonverbal correlates, we suggest a different pathway through which these extended episodes would benefit learners. We observed that these episodes possessed several rich nonverbal features previously demonstrated by observational and experimental studies to facilitate toddlers’ object name learning. Specifically, we found that inside these episodes, parents’ object references co-occurred with moments when those objects were visually salient (Axelsson, Churchley, & Horst, 2012; Pereira et al., 2014; Yu & Smith, 2012), moments when toddlers were manually engaged with those objects (Pereira, Smith, & Yu, 2008; Scofield et al., 2009; Yu & Smith, 2012), and moments when parents produced visible gestures and actions with those objects (Booth, McGregor, & Rohlfing, 2008; Gogate et al., 2000; Rader & Zukow-Goldring, 2012). If extended discourse episodes are packed with multiple converging nonverbal events known to be associated with better learning, then extended episodes of verbal discourse may also facilitate language learning in part through their nonverbal correlates. Future research that investigates how the constellation of verbal and nonverbal aspects of discourse is related to vocabulary growth, how the relevant factors may shift with age, and whether there are individual differences in which factors matter will go a long way in bettering our understanding of how the language learning environment shapes language learning trajectories.

Nature of multisensory communication

The analysis of multisensory events over the course of a discourse episode, as opposed to over individual utterances, also provides new insights into the real-time dynamics of multisensory communication, and its potential role for learning. Although we found that nonverbal events did tend to occur when parents spoke, creating multisensory events (see also Clark & Estigarribia, 2011; Gogate et al., 2000; Meyer et al., 2011; Zukow-Goldring, 1996), we also found that within an
extended discourse episode, nonverbal events occurred when parents did not speak. We suggest that this is in part due to the different time scales at which spoken utterances and nonverbal events occurred. For example, whereas on average parents’ utterances lasted 1.5 seconds long, toddlers’ holding events lasted 5.5 seconds long. Thus, when parents’ speech overlapped with toddlers’ holding, the holding event likely began well before parents spoke and continued well after. Although our analyses do not speak to the implication of these dynamics for learning, they do raise a question about how multisensory events shape learning: is it via the moments when speech and nonverbal events overlap, via the sustained nonverbal activity enveloping parents’ speech, or both? The current results also highlight the value of analyzing a phenomenon (in this case the coupling of verbal and nonverbal processes) at multiple time-scales of analysis (see also Meyer et al., 2011; Rohde & Frank, 2014). Had we simply considered utterance-level data, our findings could be interpreted as consistent with the notion of synchronous coupling between verbal and nonverbal events. Only by going beyond the window of individual utterances were we able to conclude that the data were more consistent with a broader notion of coupling that goes beyond synchrony between verbal and nonverbal events.

Linking extended discourse and multisensory communication

The current findings go beyond demonstrating that parents’ speech is highly multisensory. The current data demonstrates a link between the degree to which parents’ speech is multisensory with the degree to which parents’ speech is part of an extended episode of verbal discourse. If these multi-utterance conversations are rich in their quantity and quality of linguistic input, as previous analyses of parent–toddler discourse have suggested (e.g., Messer, 1980), then our results highlight just how inter-connected the different dimensions of the learning environment actually are: multisensory utterances, which may have their own virtues for learning (see Gogate et al., 2001; Yu & Smith, 2012), also may help establish conversations with other properties that facilitate learning, including repetitions of object names (Messer, 1980), variation sets (Onnis et al., 2008), aligned syntactic structures (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1986), and rich semantic networks (Clark, 2010). In other words, multisensory utterances may not only have direct effects on learning via their inter-sensory redundancy, they may also have cascading indirect effects on learning via the co-occurring linguistic variables.

Structure in the language learning environment: Implications for developmental neuropsychology

Recent theoretical perspectives on brain development posit that a better understanding of the nature and structure of the learning environment is highly relevant to understanding the processes of brain network development (Byrge, Sporns, & Smith, 2014; Chiel & Beer, 1997; Engel, Maye, Kurthen, & Konig, 2013). This is because under these accounts, the brain, body, and environment act as a coupled system whose components continuously influence and are influenced by each other. Thus, investigations into the structure of the learning environment provide insight into the input statistics that mold brain networks (Byrge et al., 2014), and represent part of the puzzle of understanding how the brain-body-behavior system shapes learning (see also Johnson, 2011). Data on the developing brain of children who experience impoverished (e.g., Hackman & Farah, 2009) or deprived learning environments (e.g., Chugani et al., 2001), as well as research on how environmental factors shape learning in populations with atypical neurodevelopment (e.g., Rowe, Levine, Fisher, & Goldin-Meadow, 2009) further point to the value of investigations of the structure of the learning environment for developmental neuropsychology.

With this broad perspective in mind, the current depiction of the toddlers’ language learning environment makes contact with recent advancements in the study of brain development in three ways. First, the current data underscores how toddlers’ learning experiences traverse multiple modalities (auditory, visual, and tactile) and are tightly bound to the behavior of their social
partners. Relatedly, the last 20 years of research into the neural underpinnings of cognitive competencies have highlighted that in contrast to viewing cognition as resulting from the operations of single brain areas, from unisensory neural building blocks, and from processes within independent individuals, cognition is better understood as emerging from the dynamic connections between many areas within large-scale networks (Bressler & Menon, 2010; Sporns, 2011; Sporns, Chialvo, Kaiser, & Hilgetag, 2004), from neural mechanisms that are multisensory through and through (Ghazanfar & Schroeder, 2006; Hyde, Jones, Flom, & Porter, 2011; Reynolds, Bahrick, Lickliter, & Guy, 2014), and from neural processes that are coupled to the neural processes of social partners (Hasson, Ghazanfar, Galantucci, Garrod, & Keysers, 2011). Consistent with the brain-body-environment framework, multisensory interactive discourse, like that observed in the current study, may thus help shape and be shaped by large-scale multisensory coupled brain networks.

Second, the current data also depict a learning environment that is filled with redundancies and inter-connections. This finding is consistent with a perspective of language development as a process deeply tied to other facets of development, including cognitive development (Smith, 2013), perceptive-motor development (e.g., Iverson, 2010), and social development (Tomasello, 2003). Mounting evidence from developmental cognitive neuroscience (e.g., Borgstrom, Von Koss Torkildsen, & Lindgren, 2015; Junge, Cutler, & Hagoort, 2012; for review, see Kuhl, 2010), developmental neuropsychology (e.g., D’Souza & Karmiloff-Smith, 2011) and neurocomputational modeling (Mayor & Plunkett, 2010) also supports linkages between the development of language and other domains.

Finally, the current study highlights that language learners are exposed to multisensory regularities that span multiple time scales. Although the existence of regularities at different time-scales is widely recognized, precisely how multisensory information along those time-scales is encoded, processed and used in the service of language learning is not well understood (see also Rohde & Frank, 2014). Recent theoretical and empirical developments in the cognitive neuroscience of human memory suggest that in processing everyday stimuli, like language, the brain relies on a hierarchy of networks, with each network encoding and integrating information at increasingly longer time-scales (for review, see Hasson, Chen, & Honey, 2015). Importantly, activation of the functional networks specializing in longer time-scales is associated with greater comprehension and retention of information (Hasson, Nusbaum, & Small, 2007; Yarkoni, Speer, & Zacks, 2008). Although much of this data come from neuroimaging studies with adults, they nonetheless point to candidate neural mechanisms through which information at longer time-scales (e.g., the discourse time-scale) could influence learning (see also Christiansen & Chater, 2016).

Future work

In the current study, we investigated the multisensory nature of verbal discourse in parent-toddler interactions. One unique contribution of the current investigation is its analysis of the visual properties available to toddlers during discourse as measured via small toddler-worn headcameras. The advantage of this approach is that it offers a window into the language learning environment from the toddler learners’ perspective, as opposed to the more commonly employed third-person perspective of the learning environment (for an analysis and discussion of the importance of understanding the learners’ perspective, see Yoshida & Smith, 2008; Yurovsky, Smith, & Yu, 2013). A limitation of this approach is that observations obtained from headcameras only reflect the information that is available to toddlers as opposed to the information to which toddlers are actually attending (for discussion, see Smith et al., 2015). Future research that measures toddlers’ eye-gaze patterns (e.g., via head-mounted eye-tracking, see Franchak et al., 2011) may speak more directly to how toddlers’ visual attention waxes and wanes during discourse, as well as how it shapes parents’ verbal discourse. A second limitation of the current study is that it focuses on the nature of toddlers’ learning environment and not on toddlers’ learning itself. Thus, although our results suggest a powerful learning environment that is sensory-rich with many redundant cues for learning, the extent to which these cues support toddlers’ learning and development remains to be seen. Finally, like many studies in the developmental sciences, the current
study relied on a sample of convenience (for discussion on the implications of different sampling methods in developmental psychology, see Bornstein, Jager, & Putnick, 2013). Future research that tests whether the current findings generalize to the broader population (including, but not limited to, diverse socio-demographic subgroups and different language learning experiences) is important.

**Conclusion**

The notion that parents’ speech to their language learning toddlers is highly multisensory is neither novel nor controversial. Additionally, the notion that the multisensory facet of parents’ speech facilitates toddlers’ development is gaining traction. The multisensory nature of parents’ speech however is only one of many dimensions of toddlers’ experience that supports acquisition. We suggest, and believe to have demonstrated herein, that one important way forward is to investigate how different dimensions of the environment intertwine. The promise of such a multi-dimensional approach is a more complete understanding of how the toddlers’ environment and experiences shape learning and of how best to intervene when learning goes awry.

**Notes**

1. Mean proportion of time objects were visually dominant for Cameras 1 (M = .18, SD = .06) and 2 (M = .19, SD = .09) were not significantly different from each other, p = .63.
2. We treated visual dominance as a binary variable to match the other nonverbal variables (parent touch and toddler touch). All current results hold when different threshold of visual dominance (3% or 7% of Field of View) were employed.
3. Other reasonable methods for distinguishing extended and brief discourse revealed similar trends (see Suanda, Smith, & Yu, 2016).
4. Simulations were performed in MATLAB.
5. These Odds Ratios are to be interpreted as the increase in likelihood that a nonverbal event occurred during an utterance within extended discourse over what would be expected by chance. We present the mean Odds Ratios across subjects along with the 95% confidence intervals around those means.
6. In deriving chance-level overlap, we constructed randomly sampled segments of the entire interaction that matched each extended discourse in duration and target object, computed the proportion of time within those samples that overlapped with the nonverbal events, and then repeated that process across the 1000 iterations. Chance level overlap was the mean proportion of overlap across all iterations.
7. The fact that the results for visual dominance mirror the results for toddlers’ manual actions is likely due to the fact that visual dominance is more tightly coupled to toddlers’ manual actions (see Yu & Smith, 2012).
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